
COSMOSES - Dimensionally 

1 /1-5 Dimension - cosmically - determined by relative 
magnitude . Electron significant to us sixth dimensionally 
as a time solid , a planet seen by us in space dimensions -
as a point or a line, or 3 dimensionally via space photos.* 

But circular diagram of 6 dimensions can apply to any 
cosmos, independently of man's viewpoint. 

Circular diagram seen as representing a scale of different 
levels of organisation of matter separated as zero to infinity. 
Dead or inorganic matter 1 dimensional , living matter 2 
dimensional , living matter + form as 3 dimensional. Intelligence 
the fourth dimension of matter, and memory the fifth - all 
knowledge is remembering (Plato). Sixth dimensional property of 
creativity - example of seed growing to tree , showing creativity , 
memory , intelligence , form , life , and substance. 

Spiral diagram illustrating journey from course to subtle 
in meditation towards' the real,lasting glories of life' (Maharishi). 

1 /6-8 Earth's evolution considered dimensionally in spiral 
diagram. Dead to living planet, living forms of nature, 
intelligence of man as mirror of creator , plus possibility of 
growth of individual goodness and self-creativity. Points V & VI 
in the diagram representing respectively , permanent connection 
with the source of goodness within , knowledge of universal 
law and , at the top of the circle , realisation of all possibilities -
'immortality within the limits of the solar system'. 

(* Jupiter was also considered for later draft alternative to Mars ) 

For Dimensions see Vol VI, 'Time & Space'. 

(late 60s - early 70s ?) 
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What is it that determines the d.irnension in which wo see., the 

world around us? Why is it that we see some things in one 

dimension, others in a.nother? On a c-osmic scale, it is the 

relative magnitude of things which determines their d:imension 

the dimension in which they become apparent t -o us. And this or· 

c·ourse depends on our- own ma.gnitud.e - on the relation between our 

m1:1,gni tucre and theirs. 

Consid.er an entity suc-h as the electron, for instance. As a:n 

ind.ividhal particle the electron has a diameter of some ro-13 ems., 

and a mass of some· ro-27 grammes. So it really has tlwee space 

dimensions. But from our viewpoint it does not exist as a three 

dimensional object, because its ma,g11.i t.ude is so different. from 

our own. In the fourth dimension the electron is· c·onsioered to 

be ;;a.: moving particle with a certain limiting velocity and. a cextain: 

level of energy, anff in the fifth dimension its e:ffect becomeE 

more signi:ficant, for it exists in repetition or in number,, end 

has a certain orbit in the atom. - But it is only in the sixth 

cfimension that the electron bec·omes real for us, for it. is in the 

sixth a:imension that the sum total of all its possible movements 

produces on our s:enses the e:ffect of ma-ss. 

And now if we consider· a. planet such as- Mars, for instance, we 

find that ux1like the electron it is so muah greater in magnitude 

than we are that it only becomes apparent to our senses in its 

space dimensions. We see it a,s a point in the night slcy, 2-'l'ld to· 

some extent we c·an observe· it as a line moving e,cross the heavens. 

Recently we have seerr photographs of its surface, and from these 

we a.educe that it is really- a three dimensional object. Observations 

taken by astronomers reveal tha-t it has a certain orl:ii t in the solar 

system, an orbit siirange:ly similar to that of the electron. But 

here direct observation ceases; and the fifth e.na: sixth dimensions 

of Mars are unknown, to us - or of a:rry of" the planets, for that 

ma,tter. Philosophers tell us that the r},~-thms of the planets, 

as they ·sweep past us in the sky, determine our ind.ividual fate. 

From the earliest times their movements were said t-o influenc:e 

mankind, and i:f indeed: this were true, · as it may well be, it would 

be connected wi t ·h their existence in the fifth d.imen~ion. But 
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no-one has been able to prove it; and. even less are we able to 

see the total e:ffect of all planetaX3r movements in, the solar 

system a.s a whole. Im other- wortls, we cannot see the planets as 

they exist in- the sixth dimension - we cannot see them ,a;s, a t'ime 

solid, i n-: the way we see the electron~. 'Wny is this? 

simply · a matter of· re-la-tive magnitude - of· the relatiorr lJetween 

the'i'r' me,gn:i t 'ude ai."1.cT ours .. 

Ana. yet, is it really-like· this? Suppose we could tal::e 

man out· of'· the pie-tu.re - suppose we could see the plan-et and. the 

electr-onc as they really· are, without man,,. the observer-, standing 

irr hetwe·en: therrr. Perhaps we might find that they are really0 

the same thing - that they are· worlds of the same ord.er. 

for itse-lf is a three d.imemrional object each has a certain--

functiorr and. performs cert2,in movements in the greater world to 

which it belongs, the world of · suns or· atoms. And each he,s a 

certa,-in influence upon the lives of merr: - the pianet from without·, 

the electron from within. 

the same. 

For the within a,nd the without-' are 

So the diagrai-n of six dimensions can be taken in rather a 

diff'-erent way, whenve see it inclepennently of man's viewpoint. 

By taking it in this way, we give it a new meaning. For~ whe-11 

man is out of the picture - whe:,r the observer· is absent - these 

six clifferent dimensions 1:iecome absolute - they apply- to Emy 

cosmo-s, regardless of its scale., 

Taken in this sense-, they represent a sca,le of different levels 

levels· of org a:rrisation ·in the structure of matter., What do we 

mean by 'levels of org2nise,tion·'? As an example, r.,e know tliat 

living natter is more highly organised than a.eao· matter - the two 

are inc:ompai;ible, and the differe1me between t11em is as zero to 

infinity. Suppose we take the ba,sic- unit of' matter to be a point, 

then dead-, or inorganic: matter will be one dimensional, and living 

ma~ter will be two dimensional. 'But we cannot conceive living· 

me,tter without form·, and this will be the t ,hird dimension of matter. 

For each of these dimensions is- inc:ommensurable with the ne:x:t, in 

other- wora.s, no increase in the size or complexity of_' dead: matter 

will ma..l<e it· alive, no increase in the size or· c·omple::dty o:1!' 

living matter will give it fbrm. 

dimensions of matter. 

These t-hen are the first t ·hree 
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ba1:1ic, unit of' 
I matter 

The nerl dimension - the fourth dimension of matter is 

intelligence. To a greater or lesser e::,,_rtent all matter hc1,s 

intelligence, out higher levels of matter 2.re more intelligent than 

lower levels. A piec:e of· bread. is more intelligent tha_r1 a si;one; 

c·ertain speci2,l food.s - gluc·ose, for instance, or certain vitai11ilts 

are more _ intelligent than bread. Onc-e e,gain,. this dimension is 

inc,ommensurable with all previous dimensions • 

. And the fif'th dimension o:f matter is memory. If one c·onsiciers 

intelligence to be the property which enables matter to adapt itself'' 

to cha,nges irr its environment, then memory woulcI be the property 

which ena.1:'lles ·it to do so when-ever the same environmental c:ond.itions 

recur. An example· would be the nucleus of a: nerve cell, whic·h 

1:iecomes con.d i tioned t-o a cert2,i11. response t-o external stimuli. 

In the case of the human mind am1 its development·, memory is a great 

a.eal more significant. As Plato says,- all knowledge is 

remembering. Ana. if we could only- remember, many of the miste.kes 
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we have made in our lives would ne.ver recur. 

But there is a still further dimension - a sixth pr-operly, - whicli 

matter could possess. This property is creativity. Certain levels . 

of matter - not a,ll matter by any means - possess t he ability to 

create new f orms. Consider, fJ:,r instance, a seed:. When planted 

in t he ground it has t he capacity of creating a living tree - a tree 

which is able in its turn to flower c1.nd pr-oduce fruit. 'what is- even 

more surprising is tha t the s-eecI is a:ble to remember· 

kind of tree to create, down to the smallest detail. 

it lmows whien 

And it also 

has intellig ence - it is able to orientate the direction of its 

growth, to turn tow;;,.rds the sun a...71.d so on. And of c·ourse the tree 

into which it grows has a certain form, it is alive and possesses 

physical substance. So hidden within the seed: are all. six- dimen-sions· -

they are all there, in that tiny particle of matter. 

It will be seen the.t the diagram contains a spiral - a spiral 

whic'h starts at the perimeter of the circle, and moves in a c'lockwis-e 

direction to-ward.s the centre. The six d ifferent dimensions ac:tually 

lie 2,long t h is spiral, in other. words, the higher the dimension the 

ne2rer it approo,ches to the centre. At the centre itse-lf is the 

source from whicl1 all matter is derived - the centre contains all 

possibilities for matter of a certain kind, just as the seed c-ontains 

all possibilities for a certain kind of tree. And a1; the centre 

of the circle matter is •very fin&, very subtle, whereas at the 

perimeter of- the circle ma-tter is very c:oarse. 

\.fuen we do the meditation we move from a coarse level of matter 

to a subtle level. No mist a,ke- about it, we e:x:perienc-e more and 

more subtle levels of ma,i;ter, the deeper the meditation goes.- All 

thes e six different levels of matter c>.Xe there. Sometimes we notic'e 

them, sometimes not • . But it is from the centre t hat the :flow of· 

ener gy c:omes, and the real purpose of meditc;tion is- t'o dra,w the 

attent'ion t ·owarcls this centre - towards the inner glory whicJ:i exists, 

within each of us, so that - in the words of the one· who gave it 

to us· -' our conscious mind can explore t-he in.11.er a-venues of being 

and fa-thorn the d:ept-hs of the real, lasting glories of life.' 
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Suppose we try to consider in more detail the wa,y in which 

matter has e-volved, from lower levels of organisation to J:i..ighe-r 

levels, in the history of the earth's development .. 

Let us assume th2,t the e2_-rth' s surface, which mus-t originall;y

have been dead like the moon, was able at some period in· the dim 

past to prod.uce elemen-tary living substances. It is byno means clear 

how this miracle ea.me about - how matter of the first dimension was 

transformed into two dimensional matter - but once started, these 

living substances, which we c-2,rJ. assume were very simple in structure, 

must have proliferated :fairly rapidly· over the e-artb's surface. 

(ea:dh) 

evolution 
oi' man-

evolu:tion 
of life 

V 

2 

(man) (na,ture) 
/ 

e,volution 
of s:pec·ies 

But in order that this two a.imensiona,l surface :film of living 

mc1,.tter could a.e.velop further, some other influence was needed.. In, 

order that matter c-ould. bec·ome three dimensional, it had to be given 

form. But: what form • was it t-o taJ~e? 'Who was there to swJ what 

experiments were to be tried. - what shapes and patterns of· living 
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things were to be created? 

This speC'ia-1 influeiwe-, which is indicated in the diagram by 

the dotted line, is of course the mind., or the imagination of 

nature .•. The purpose of t h is influence, which resulted in the most 

extraordina.riJ vo:.riety of li vin.g forms over the earth's sur:fa,ce, was 

to produce separatel;y- existing living creatures with their own 

intelligence - that is to say, creatures which possessed a.n intrinsic 

intelligence of their own rather than the general intelligence which 

permeated the whole of creation. And. of course the. ultimate aim 

was the development of ma..-rh For man is a creature who is able to 

act intelligently on his own, in the same- way that his cre.2.tor can; 

ad intelligently. 

But here again evolution might have gone no further, unless some 

s:pec:ial influenc:e had been provided. . For man is much more than, a 

c1.~eature with intelligence. He possesses something else - something 

quite dif'ferent, which 110 animals possess. In order that t-ha 

'octave' of' evolution could be completed, man. was given· 

the power t-o cree,te goodness in himself t-o 

become a self creative being~ 

We ca...11: say that the whole process of evolution is aimed in the 

direction of goodness. But this is a different t-hing, for although 

goodness ma,y belong to the whole, individual forms in nature are not 

able to cfomge themselves in this direction, once cre2,ted. An. 

animal onc-e created is fixed - he 02.11...not be other t·han what he . is. 

He cannot decid.e t-o become 2, different kind. or level of animal, or t-o 

discover higher powers w·i thin himself. But man has choic:e - he can, 

himself evolve in the d.irection of goodness, of his oirn free will. 

This new factor iw the history of evolution is ind.icatea. by- the 

second" dottecl line. And from this point onwards the evolution of 

ma.n begins. :But- here the word 'evolution' must be understood irr 

rather a different sense. We are not speaking of the· evolution of 

ma.n as &; species -- of 11.omo sapiens. That belongs t·o the previous 

era - the middle sector in the cliagram. In this third sector we 

a.re spea.1<:ing of the evolution of man as an individual - of his own 

inner evolution. And t ·his is a matter for man himself - he can do 

something about it or- not, according to his choice., 

There are many differ-ent degrees in the evolution of' man: towards 

goodness. We cannot sey that some people have the desire to evolve, 

others have- :not. Everyone wants goodness - iru12-,tely · - but in some 
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people the desire for goodness has been c·over.ed over with other-

things·. , And so the steps which lead. in• tha,t direction have to be 

unc·overea. one by one., 

There are really seven steps in this third seci;or - in the 

evolution. of man. But for the moment let us con:fine our discussion 

to the two intermed:iate points, which we called. the :fifth and the 

sixth dimensions.. The first of these· - point v· - is reached 

when a man is able to live in constant touch with the sourc,e of 

goodness within- himsel:f. :By so doing he eliminates man.y useless 

and. tmnecessa.i.--y things in his life, and is able t-o transcend 

su:fferin.g. . The second. :point - point VI - is reached when a 

man atta,ins higher knowledge - knowlea.ge of universal law. This'. 

means th2.t he is able to know the result of men 1 s actions·, and that he 

is· able to act himself' in :full knowledge of the consequences. 

Ana. :finally·, at the top of the circle, is the highest level 

that a. man ca.11 achieve. On this level all his possibilities have 

been realised, and the evolution of goodness i11 his life has 

~At~~ -~ 

l ~ ~ .& v~ W,( 
been fulfilled .. 
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